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Abstract In this paper, the susceptible-exposed-infected-

recovered (SEIR) model is applied to the novel coronavirus

disease. With the actual data in Georgia, USA, we obtained

the related parameters such as the recovery rate and mor-

tality rate. Then, the development of the novel coronavirus

is investigated. For more accuracy, we consider the

parameters in this model as the functions of the infected

number and disease duration. These parameters’ functions

are used to reflect the impact of disease development on

parameters. Furthermore, the coefficients in these functions

are regarded as uncertainties. To obtain these uncertain

coefficients, the fuzzy set theory and confidence index

theory are adopted. Thus, the fuzzy SEIR model is

proposed.

Keywords SEIR model � Uncertain parameters �
Confidence index � Fuzzy set theory

1 Introduction

Coronavirus (or COVID-19 virus) has become a global

infectious disease and more and more people are affected.

Until now, more than 44,000 people are infected and 783

people dead in the United States [1] alone. At this time,

there are no specific vaccines or treatments for COVID-19.

However, there are many ongoing clinical trials evaluating

potential treatments. The World Health Organization

(WHO) will continue to provide updated information as

soon as clinical findings become available. The whole

society is influenced by the spread of this disease. The

schools have shut down. Many people snap up daily

necessities in supermarkets out of fear of viruses. Even

more serious social problems have also emerged. Thus, this

kind of disease needs to be known scientifically. People

should understand how the disease will develop under

different measures. First, a suitable model is needed to

describe the disease development. To better understand

how the disease is transmitted, the SEIR model [2–4] is

studied and improved in this paper.

In the Epidemiology field, the SIR model is well-known,

and many great achievements have been made on that

[5–7]. In this model, S, I, R represent the susceptible,

infected and recovered people. However, the coronavirus

disease exists a latent phase during which the individual is

infected but not yet symptomatic. A new part E is intro-

duced in the SEIR model to describe the non-symptomatic

but infected phase.

In [8], a modified model is used to study the Ebola. The

effects of hospitalization and the spread of disease through

interactions with deceased, but infectious, individuals are

considered. In [9], the Lyapunov function is constructed to

investigate the global stability of disease-free and endemic

equilibria based on the SEIR model. Recently, this model is
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also applied to predict the coronavirus spread [10] in

Wuhan City, in which the Spring Festival is taken into

consideration. In [11], fractional calculus is applied to the

SEIR model to predict the disease development in China.

The analytical solution of the SEIR model is studied for the

free spread of the COVID-19 pandemic in [12]. A multi-

strain SEIR epidemic model is established for the COVID-

19 pandemic with general incidence rates in [13]. The

above studies have made some great achievements in

investigating the COVID-19 pandemic. Different from

them, this paper focuses on the current hardest-hit area.

Furthermore, the SEIR model is combined with the fuzzy

set theory to show the disease development. Next, we use

the confidence index theory which is based on confidence

interval [14] to measure the fuzzy portions in the SEIR

model. This theory was applied to many fields, such as

medicine [15] and mechanical engineering [16]. In this

paper, a confidence index function was designed to solve

the expectation values of fuzzy numbers. More specific

details are given as follows. In this paper, we endeavor to

explore the spread of the disease from a fuzzy dynamic

system point of view. At the outset, the development of this

disease is studied based on the State of Georgia, USA, data.

Two predictions are given when there is no control and

under the current measures. Then, the keys parameters such

as the contact and recovery rate are modified as functions

of the infected number and time. This process is to reflect,

on one hand, the relationship between the importance

people attach to disease and the number of people infected,

on the other hand, the improvement of treatment over time.

Furthermore, the coefficients in the functions are consid-

ered as uncertainty. As for uncertainty, it is a non-negli-

gible factor in an actual system. In the engineering field,

many approaches have been proposed to deal with it

[17–19]. Recently, fuzzy theory gets more and more

attention. For example, many inspiring works have been

done based on fuzzy logic theory. In [20], a novel adaptive

fault-tolerant control was proposed and the fuzzy logic

systems were used to deal with the unknown nonlinear

faults. The authors proved that the tracking error converged

to a small area around the origin and all signals within the

closed-loop system remained bounded. In this paper, the

fuzzy set theory is applied, which is proposed in 1965 by

Zadeh [21]. Many achievements have been done based on

this theory, such as decision making[22, 23], control design

[24, 25] and optimization problem[26–28]. As a result, the

uncertainty in this SEIR model is described by fuzzy

numbers. Then, the confidence index theory is used to seek

the expectation values of these fuzzy numbers. In this way,

the parameters are able to vary their values along with the

external environment. As a result, the modified fuzzy

model can reflect the actual situation more precisely.

The main difficulties in this paper are finding the suit-

able parameters in the SEIR model based on the actual data

for this novel disease and solving the expected values of

the fuzzy portions in the modified model based on fuzzy set

theory and confidence index theory to accurately predict

disease progression.

In summary, the salient contributions of this paper are

threefold. First, the disease predictions in the State of

Georgia, USA, are studied under different measures. Sec-

ond, the parameters in the SEIR model are regarded as

functions to reflect the actual situation more accurately.

Third, some uncertain coefficients are described in a fuzzy

way. The fuzzy set theory and confidence index theory are

applied to establish the fuzzy SEIR model.

2 SEIR Model

To describe the coronavirus disease, the SEIR model is

adopted. Because there is a significant incubation period

during which individuals have been infected but are not yet

infectious themselves. The relationships are shown in

Fig. 1.

The parameters’ meanings in this figure are given in

Table 1. Based on the relationships, consider the SEIR

model [29] as

_S ¼ �rbSI=N � r2b2SE=N;

_E ¼ rbSI=N � aE þ r2b2SE=N;

_I ¼ aE � yI � uI;

_R ¼ yI;

_N ¼ �uI;

_D ¼ uI;

ð1Þ

Fig. 1 Relationships between each part of the SEIR model
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where S is the number of susceptible population, E is the

number of persons exposed to or in the latent period of the

disease, I is the number of infected persons, R is the

number of cases who recover, D is the number of death

cases, N is the total population. Thus,

N ¼ Sþ E þ I þ R� D.

In this model, there are susceptible people and few

infected people at the beginning. Then, the susceptible

people may become exposed to people after contact with

the infected people. The contact number and probability of

transmitting disease are r and b, respectively. The exposed

people can also give the virus to the susceptible. We use r2

and b2 to represent the contact number and probability of

transmitting disease. After the latent period, the exposed

people have a chance,a, to become the infected people.

Finally, infected people may be either recovered or died

with a recovery rate y and a mortality rate u.

3 Data Fitting and Prediction

We set the initial conditions as N0 = 100,000, E0 ¼ 0,

I0 ¼ 2, R0 ¼ 0, D0 ¼ 0, S0 ¼ 99; 998. The actual data for

the first 21 days are given in Table 2 [30] and Fig. 2 [1].

Table 2 shows that the growth rate decreased from the

11th day (03-12). The reason is that some measures are

adopted, such as the establishment of the quarantine des-

tination on 03-09 [31]. Thus, the data are divided into two

parts for data fitting.

For the first part, that is from 03-02 to 03-11, we choose

the relevant parameters as r ¼ 15, b ¼ 0:045, a ¼ 0:6,

r2 ¼ 25, b2 ¼ 0:03, y ¼ 0:1, u ¼ 0:034. This set of

parameters represent that the government and people take

nothing measures for this virus. Fig. 3 shows the devel-

opment of this disease under this circumstance.

In this figure, we set 03-02 as the first day. The red star

line represents the actual infected number, which is equal

to the red line in Fig. 3 from 03-02 to 03-11. From this

figure, there would be almost 25,000 death cases and

55,000 infected cases. It also shows that this disease will

Table 1 Parameters r Number of susceptible-infected contacts

r2 Number of susceptible-exposed contacts

b Probability of transmitting disease between a susceptible and an infectious individual

b2 Probability of transmitting disease between a susceptible and an exposed individual

a Rate at which an exposed person becomes infective

y Recovery rate

u Mortality rate

Table 2 COVID-19 cases in

Georgia
Date COVID-19 cases in Georgia (growth rate) 03-02 2(n.a.)

03-03 2 (=) 03-04 2 (=)

03-05 2 (=) 03-06 3 (?50%)

03-07 8 (?166%) 03-08 11 (?37%)

03-09 15 (?36%) 03-10 17 (?13%)

03-11 27 (?59%) 03-12 33 (?22%)

03-13 64 (?94%) 03-14 66 (?3%)

03-15 99 (?50%) 03-16 121 (?22%)

03-17 146 (?21%) 03-18 197 (?35%)

03-19 287 (?46%) 03-20 420 (?46%)

03-21 555 (?32%) 03-22 620 (?12%)

Fig. 2 Actual data from 03-02 to 03-22 in Georgia, USA
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last for 70 days if the disease would spread without any

control. However, the actual infected number is far less

than the prediction after the 10th day. It appears that the

disease is controlled to some degree because of the mea-

sures we adopted such as school closed.

Therefore, the parameters need to be revised to fit the

second part data from 03-12 to 03-22. Based on the current

measures, the relevant parameters are chosen as r ¼ 12,

r2 ¼ 20, b ¼ 0:032, b2 ¼ 0:025, y ¼ 0:3. Figure 4 shows

the development of this disease with the revised parameters

after the 11th day.

With the given parameters (r ¼ 12, r2 ¼ 20, b ¼ 0:032,

b2 ¼ 0:025, y ¼ 0:3 after the 10th day), the simulation of

the first 21 days data is coincident with the actual data. In

this case, we predict that the disease may infect 15,000 and

lead to 9000 death. The consequence is still serious under

these current measures.

Fig. 3 Disease development without control

Fig. 4 Disease development based on current measures
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If the government takes more measures and people

become more cautious about this disease after the 21st day

(03-22), the prediction of this disease is given in Fig. 5

with r ¼ 12, r2 ¼ 19, b ¼ 0:032, b2 ¼ 0:024, y ¼ 0:31,

u ¼ 0:032.

Remark 1 The manuscript was revised on 06-15. The

actual data from 03-23 to 04-05 [30] are added in Fig. 5 as

a comparison.

Remark 2 In this section, the disease developments are

discussed in three different situations. A suitable group of

related parameters is found based on the actual data. The

simulations results show that the decrease of contact

numbers and the probability of transmitting can lead to

important influences on the number of death and disease

duration. Hence, we should reduce contact with people to

reduce the value of r, and wear masks and gloves to reduce

the value of b. However, in an actual model, these

parameters are not fixed, and it is difficult to obtain the

exact values. In the next section, we will regard these

parameters as the functions of the number of infected cases

and time. The fuzzy theory will be applied to describe

them.

4 Parameters Functions and Fuzzy Coefficients

In the classical SEIR model, the parameters are regarded as

constants. However, they are influenced by government

policies, people’s attitudes to the disease and etc. In this

paper, a novel method is proposed to deal with these

parameters.

In the modified SEIR model, the number of susceptible-

exposed contacts r2, probability of transmitting disease

between a susceptible and an exposed individual b2,

recovery rate y, and mortality rate u are uncertain. They are

considered as the functions of the number of infected cases

and time, which are given as follows:

r2ðIÞ ¼ /DI þ c1;

b2ðIÞ ¼ wDI þ c2;

yðTÞ ¼ lT þ c3;

uðTÞ ¼ qT þ c4;

ð2Þ

where DI ¼ IðTÞ � IðT � 1Þ is the growth of infected

cases, /, w, l and q are relevant coefficient, c1�4 are

constants. For each parameter, there are two portions: the

nominal portion and the uncertain portion. For the nominal

portions c1�4, they can be obtained based on the relevant

parameters of the previous stage. For the uncertain por-

tions, the coefficients /;w; l; q are treated as fuzzy num-

bers which are used to compensate for the

unpredictable uncertain factors. Furthermore, /, w and q
are negative, w is positive. / and w are negative, which

means that people will take more measures to prevent ill-

ness when the number infected cases I increases. l is

positive, which means that the recovery rate will increase

over time because of more medical experience. Similarly,

the mortality rate will decrease over time, which means q is

Fig. 5 Disease development based on expected measures
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negative. Hence, the parameters r2ðDIÞ, b2ðDIÞ, y(T) and

u(T) in this the modified model is not fixed.

Figure 6 is given to illustrate the parameter design

process and the differences between two models. First, the

modified model is proposed with the variable parameters

r2ðIÞ; b2ðIÞ; yðTÞ; uðTÞ, which are regarded as the functions

of I and T. Then, the variable parameters are divided into

two portions: the nominal portions C1�4 and the uncertain

portions /DI;wDI; lT ; qT . The nominal portion is constant

which is based on the corresponding parameter in the

classical model. The uncertain portions are unknown which

depends on many uncertain factors such as humidity and

future policies. Hence, the coefficients in the uncertain

portions are considered as fuzzy numbers and described by

fuzzy sets theory. Then, the confidence theory is applied to

obtain the expectation value of the coefficients.

To describe the coefficients, the fuzzy set theory and

confidence index theory are adopted. The following pre-

liminary knowledge about fuzzy arithmetic is needed

before presenting the fuzzy system development [32].

(A) Fuzzy Number. Let G be a fuzzy set in R, the real

number. G is called fuzzy number if: (i) G is normal,

(ii) G is convex, (iii) the support of G is bounded,

and (iv) all a-cuts are closed intervals in R. In

addition, the universe of discourse of a fuzzy number

is considered to be its 0-cut.

(B) Fuzzy Arithmetic. Let G and H to be two fuzzy

numbers and Ga ¼ ½g�a ; gþa �, Ha ¼ ½h�a ; hþa � be their

a-cuts, a 2 ½0; 1�. The addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, and division of G and H are defined as

follows:

ðGþ HÞa ¼ ½g�a þ h�a ; g
þ
a þ hþa �; ð3Þ

ðG� HÞa ¼ ½minðg�a � h�a ; g
þ
a � hþa Þ;

maxðg�a � h�a ; g
þ
a � hþa Þ�;

ð4Þ

ðG � HÞa ¼ ½minðg�a h�a ; g�a hþa ; gþa h�a ; gþa hþa Þ;
maxðg�a h�a ; g�a hþa ; gþa h�a ; gþa hþa Þ�;

ð5Þ

ðG=HÞa ¼ ½minðg�a =h�a ; g�a =hþa ; gþa =h�a ; gþa =hþa Þ;
maxðg�a =h�a ; g�a =hþa ; gþa =h�a ; gþa =hþa Þ�; ð6Þ

(C) Decomposition Theorem. Define a fuzzy set bDa in U

with the membership function -
bDa

¼ aIDaðxÞ where

IDaðxÞ ¼ 1 if x 2 Da and IDaðxÞ ¼ 0 if x 2 U�Da.

Then, the fuzzy set D is obtained as

D ¼
[

a2½;�

bDa; ð7Þ

where
S

is the union of the fuzzy sets (that is, sup

over a 2 ½0; 1�). Based on these, after the operation

of two fuzzy numbers via their a-cuts, one may apply

the decomposition theorem to build the membership

function of the resulting fuzzy number.

Next, we assume that for each uncertainty, namely

/;w; l; q, they lie within known fuzzy sets Ki,

i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4.

K1 ¼ fð/;-1ð/ÞÞj/ 2 X1g;

K2 ¼ fðw;-2ðwÞÞjw 2 X2g;

K3 ¼ fðl;-3ðlÞÞjl 2 X3g;

K4 ¼ fðq;-4ðqÞÞjq 2 X4g;

ð8Þ

where Xi 2 R is the known and compact universe of dis-

course, -i : Xi ! ½0; 1� is the membership function of Ki.

In this way, the membership functions are presented based

on fuzzy set theory to describe the uncertain coefficients. It

means that the coefficients are fuzzy numbers.

To measure the fuzzy numbers, their expectation values

are obtained based on confidence index theory. Consider

the fuzzy number k. Its expectation value bk is used to

represent the average value of the fuzzy set. The definition

is given as follows: For each a 2 ½0; 1�, the value of the

fuzzy number k lies in the interval Xa ¼ ½ka; ka�. The set Xa

is also called the k’s a-cut. In addition, for all a 2 ½0; 1�,
there exists a scalar function f ð�Þ : ½0; 1� ! ½0; 1�, which

Fig. 6 Modified model and parameters design procedure
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satisfies f ð0Þ ¼ 1, f ð1Þ ¼ 0; f ð�Þ is C1;
df ðaÞ
da \0. For a

given a, the value f ðaÞ is called the confidence index.

Remark 3 The confidence index f ðaÞ guarantees that the

value of k lie in the interval ½ka; ka� for any a 2 ½0; 1�. It can

be understood as the possibility that k lies in the interval

½ka; ka� is f ðaÞ, compared to the whole fuzzy set X.

Assume that the fuzzy number is ‘‘close to km’’. Let the

lower-inverse membership function k�ðaÞ to describe the

mapping relationship: a ! k�ðaÞ : ½0; 1� ! ½k0; km�. In the

same way, the upper-inverse membership function kþðaÞ is

given to describe the mapping relationship:

a ! kþðaÞ : ½0; 1� ! ½k0; km�.
For the fuzzy number k, the confidence index f ðaÞ

assures that the value of k lies in the interval Xa ¼ ½ka; ka�
for any a 2 ½0; 1�. The lower-inverse membership function

and upper-inverse membership function are also given as

k�ðaÞ and kþðaÞ. Then, the expectation value bk of the

fuzzy number k can be obtained as

bk ¼ k0 þ
Z 1

0

½kþðaÞ � k�ðaÞ�f ðaÞda: ð9Þ

Remark 4 Based on the confidence index theory, the

expectation value represents the average value of the fuzzy

number over its membership function. It can be considered

that the expectation value reflects all confidence depicted

by a fuzzy set.

Now, we propose the membership functions of k1�4

based on the actual data.

-/ðmÞ ¼
100;00mþ 3; �3 � 10�4 � m� � 2 � 10�4

�10;000m� 1: �2 � 10�4 � m� � 1 � 10�4

�

-wðmÞ

¼ 400;000mþ 6; �1:5 � 10�5 � m� � 1:25 � 10�5

�400;000m� 4: �1:25 � 10�5 � m� � 10�5

�

-lðmÞ ¼
5000m� 1; 2 � 10�4 � m� 4 � 10�4

�5000mþ 3: 4 � 10�4 � m� 6 � 10�4

�

-qðmÞ

¼ 100;000mþ 9:5; �9:5 � 10�5 � m� � 8:5 � 10�5

�100;000m� 7:5: �8:5 � 10�5 � m� � 7:5 � 10�5

�

ð10Þ

Remark 5 The membership functions are chosen based on

the actual data. Then, the expectation value of these fuzzy

coefficients can be solved based on confidence index the-

ory. Further, some key parameters in the modified model

are decided by these coefficients. Compared with the nor-

mal model with constant parameters, the modified model

can reflect the actual situation more accurately due to the

dynamic parameters.

The parameter / is taken as an example to show how to

obtain the expectation value of a fuzzy number by confi-

dence index theory. Then, the fuzzy number / lies in

interval Ua for a 2 ½0; 1�. Figure 7 is used to illustrate the

concepts of membership function and confidence index.

In Fig. 7, the membership function of the fuzzy number

/ is -/ðmÞ. It shows that the universe of discourse of the

fuzzy set U is the interval when a ¼ 0. Under this cir-

cumstance, the confidence index f ð0Þ ¼ 1, which means

that the possibility of the value of the fuzzy number / lying

within this interval is 1. So, we can say that the confidence

index f ðaÞ implies the chance that / belongs to the interval

½/
a
;/a�. The blue lines in two partial figures represent the

lower membership function and lower-inverse membership

function, respectively. And the green lines represent the

upper membership function and upper-inverse membership

function, respectively. From this figure, the upper-inverse

Fig. 7 Membership function of the fuzzy number /
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membership function and lower-inverse membership

function can be expressed as

/þðaÞ ¼ �0:0001a� 0:0001 0� a� 1;

/�ðaÞ ¼ 0:0001a� 0:0003 0� a� 1:
ð11Þ

Then, based on (9), the expectation values b/; bw; bl; bq can

be obtained.

5 Prediction Based on Fuzzy Parameters

Figure 8 is used to show the development forecast of the

disease with the infected-number-based and time-based

parameters r2ðIÞ; b2ðIÞ; yðTÞ; uðTÞ, in which the coeffi-

cients are based on fuzzy set theory and confidence index

theory. The actual data from 03-23 to 04-05 were added in

the revised version.

From the 1st day to the 10th day, there is no measure for

this disease. The development of the disease is the same as

shown in Fig. 3. On the 11th day, some measures are

adopted to prevent the spread of disease. The development

from day 11 to 21 is the same as shown in Fig. 4. We

expect the public’s attention to the disease to change as the

infected number increases. People may stay at home to

reduce contact with others. As a result, the parameters r2

and b2 will decrease. However, these two parameters may

increase since the number of infected people continues to

decrease at the end of this disease. Hence, the two

parameters are regarded as two functions r2ðIÞ and b2ðIÞ
after the 22nd day. At the same time, more patients may be

cured as research on the disease progresses. Thus, the

parameters y and u are regarded as two functions y(T) and

u(T) after the 22nd day. Then, considering the individual

differences and many uncertainties, the coefficients in these

four functions are treated as fuzzy numbers. Based on the

modified model, the prediction result is closer to the actual

data. For more clearly, the prediction results from 03-23 to

04-05 in the partial figures of Figs. 5 and 8 are listed in

Table 3.

From Table 3, the prediction error based on the modi-

fied model is smaller than that based on the classical

model. It cannot forecast the development of this disease

accurately due to the fixed parameters in the classical

model and uncertain factors in society. Hence, the error

becomes larger over time. In the modified model, the

parameters will adjust themselves based on the actual sit-

uation. The error maintains in a small value regardless of

uncertainty.

In Fig. 9, the numbers of infected cases under different

situations are shown. The red, green, and blue lines are

from Figs. 3, 4, and 8, which represent the numbers of

infected cases without measures, only with current mea-

sures and with expected measures. The blue line shows that

the disease may last for around 70 days under the current

measures and the peak will appear on the 38th day (04-08).

However, the ‘‘stay at home’’ order was revoked and the

public area such as Gym was allowed to open in mid-April.

Until now, the total infected cases are around 60,000,

which is the same as the red line shows.

Fig. 8 Disease development with confidence index-based parameters
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyze the coronavirus spread in the

State of Georgia, USA. Based on the actual data during

March 2nd and 22nd, the developments of this disease are

shown under four situations which are no measures, slight

measures, rigid measures with constant parameters and

rigid measures with dynamic parameters. It shows that the

measures such as quarantine and wearing face masks play a

key role to decrease the number of death cases and infected

cases by comparing the different developments of this

disease.

To make the predictions fit the real situation, some key

parameters in the modified SEIR model are regarded as

functions of infected number and time rather than fixed

constants. Then, considering the uncertainty in the actual

system, we treat the relevant coefficients as fuzzy numbers.

The fuzzy set theory and confidence index theory are used

to identify the coefficients’ expectation values. As a result,

the fuzzy dynamical SEIR system is established. The

Table 3 Actual data and prediction results

Actual data Prediction results from Fig. 5

based on classical model

Error (%) Prediction results from Fig. 8

based on modified model

Error (%)

03-23 800 1051 31.4 1051 31.4

03-24 1097 1320 20.3 1313 19.7

03-25 1387 1632 17.7 1585 14.3

03-26 1643 2006 22.1 1890 15.0

03-27 2198 2453 11.6 2238 1.8

03-28 2446 2985 22.0 2631 7.6

03-29 2683 3612 34.6 3064 14.2

03-30 3032 4338 13.7 3533 16.5

03-31 4117 5166 25.5 4031 2.1

04-01 4748 6089 28.2 4551 4.1

04-02 5444 7071 29.9 5083 6.6

04-03 5967 8144 36.5 5617 5.9

04-04 6383 9206 44.2 6142 3.8

04-08 6742 10220 51.6 6646 1.4

Fig. 9 Number of infected cases under different situations
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parameters functions and related fuzzy theory which are

applied in the model can not only reflect the impact of

epidemic development on society but also deal with

uncertainty in real society. The comparison between actual

data with the prediction results under different methods

shows that a smaller error can be obtained based on the

proposed modified model.
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